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Love or Duty 2014-05-01 a rich young woman takes in a liverpool slum child in this absorbing historical saga liverpool 1924
racing to meet her fiancé in her father s new fangled motor car penny forshaw knocks over a little girl and much to her
fiancé s disapproval feels it her duty to take in six year old kelly while she recovers but little did penny anticipate the
challenges and responsibilities of looking after a child from the slums and kelly s miserable poverty stricken existence
opens penny s eyes to a world she never knew existed her relationship with her fiancé arnold under strain penny s decision
to take in young kelly will change her life in ways she could never have expected she wanted to give kelly a better chance
in life but it may be kelly who changes penny s life for the better
Love Or Duty 2020-11 lyn andrews storytelling gift shines through on every page of her sunday times bestseller far from
home the perfect read if you enjoy the novels of kate thompson and dilly court as daughter of the blacksmith in her tiny
irish village sixteen year old kitty doyle knows little of the ways of the world but she has to grow up fast when her widowed
father re marries and she has no choice but to leave the family home luckily there s work to be found over the water in
1920s liverpool and soon kitty has a job in a grocer s where she also catches the eye of the owner with kitty s input the
business is soon thriving but tragedy lies ahead and she must endure many trials and tribulations before she can find true
happiness
Far From Home 2017-10-03 a collection of sketches originally published in various liverpool newspapers including a piece
on the work of british merchant seamen during wwi first published in 1920
Reminiscences of a Liverpool Shipowner, 1850-1920 (Illustrated Edition) 2014-09-01 recent debates about the definition of
national identities in britain along with discussions on the secularisation of western societies have brought to light the
importance of a historical approach to the notion of britishness and religion this book explores anti catholicism in britain
and its dominions and forms part of a notable revival over the last decade in the critical historical analysis of anti
catholicism it employs transnational and comparative historical approaches throughout thanks to the exploration of
relevant original sources both in the united kingdom and in australia and canada several of them untapped by other
scholars it applies a four nations approach to british history thus avoiding an anglocentric viewpoint
Reminiscences of a Liverpool Shipowner, 1850-1920 2021-03-16 first published in 1990 routledge is an imprint of
taylor francis an informa company
Anti-Catholicism and British Identities in Britain, Canada and Australia, 1880s-1920s 2022-09-23 fifteen year old kitty has
no choice but to grow up fast when her widowed father chooses to remarry forcing her out of the family home luckily there
s work to be found in 1920s liverpool but she must endure many trials and tribulations before she can find true happiness
Business in the Age of Depression and War 1990 maxwell fry and jane drew were pioneers of modern architecture in
britain and its former colonies from the late 1920s through to the early 1970s as a barometer of twentieth century
architecture their work traces the major cultural developments of that century from the development of modernism its
spread into the late colonial arena and finally to its re evaluation that resulted in a more expressive formalist approach in
the post war era this book thoroughly examines fry and drew s highly influential tropical architecture in west africa and
india whilst also discussing their british work such as their post world war ii projects for the festival of britain harlow new
town pilkington brothers headquarters and coychurch crematorium it highlights the collaborative nature of fry and drew s
work including schemes undertaken with elizabeth denby walter gropius denys lasdun pierre jeanneret and le corbusier
positioning their architecture writing and educational endeavours within a wider context this book illustrates the
significant artistic and cultural contributions made by fry and drew throughout their lengthy careers
Far from Home 2007 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact
this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Lists and Indexes 1978 michael kelly s writing is driven by love of his native liverpool which reaches back to his ancestral
ireland in this collection of short biographies michael becomes the friend of his subjects rather than a mere researcher he
writes of them because he is one of them an irish liverpudlian in the grand old tradition
The Architecture of Edwin Maxwell Fry and Jane Drew 2016-03-16 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
REMINISCENCES OF A LIVERPOOL S 2016-08-27 at times it appears that a whole industry exists to perpetuate the myth
of origin of the beatles there certainly exists a popular music or perhaps rock origin myth concerning this group and the
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city of liverpool and this draws in devotees as if on a pilgrimage to liverpool itself once within the city local businesses exist
primarily to escort these pilgrims around several almost iconic spaces and places associated with the group at times it all
almost seems spiritual one might argue however that like any function myth the music history of the liverpool in which the
beatles grew and then departed is not fully represented beatles historians and businessmen alike have seized upon myriad
musical experiences and reworked them into a discourse that homogenizes not only the diverse collective articulations that
initially put them into place but also the receptive practices of those travellers willing to listen to a somewhat linear
exclusive narrative other voices therefore exists as a history of the disparate and now partially hidden musical strands that
contributed to liverpool s musical countenance it is also a critique of beatles related institutionalized popular music
mythology via a critical historical investigation of several thus far partially hidden popular music activities in pre and post
second world war liverpool michael brocken reveals different yet intrinsic musical and socio cultural processes from within
the city of liverpool by addressing such scenes as those involving dance bands traditional jazz folk music country and
western and rhythm and blues together with a consideration of partially hidden key places and individuals and liverpool s
first real record label an assemblage of other voices bears witness to an other seldom discussed liverpool by doing so
brocken born and raised in liverpool asks questions about not only the historicity of the beatles liverpool narrative but also
about the absence o
Liverpool's Irish Connection 2012-06-07 a comprehensive biographical guide to the scientific achievements personal
lives and struggles of women scientists from around the globe international women in science a bibliographical dictionary
to 1950 presents the enormous contributions of women outside north america in fields ranging from aviation to computer
science to zoology it provides fascinating profiles of nearly 400 women scientists both renowned figures like florence
nightingale and marie curie and women we should know better like rosalind franklin who along with james watson and
francis crick uncovered the structure of dna students and researchers will see how the lives of these remarkable women
unfolded and how they made their place in fields often stubbornly guarded by men overcoming everything from limited
education and professional opportunities to indifference ridicule and cultural prejudice to outright hostility and
discrimination included are a number of living scientists many of whom provide insights into their lives and scientific times
those contributions plus additional previously unavailable material make this a volume of unprecedented scope and
richness
Reminiscences of a Liverpool Shipowner, 1850-1920 2015-08-31 the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of
merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time
only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name
Other Voices: Hidden Histories of Liverpool's Popular Music Scenes, 1930s-1970s 2016-05-23 the lloyd s register of
shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which are self propelled and sea going regardless
of classification before the time only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by
their current name
International Women in Science 2001-11-20 with all her signature warmth wonderful characters and unforgettable drama
lose yourself in this moving saga of one girl s battle for happiness in the face of a life of shattered dreams written by much
loved multi million copy bestseller rosie harris this is perfect for readers of dilly court kitty neale emma hornby and rosie
goodwin fans of the late catherine cookson will love this moving story choice really enjoyed this book lots going on and
couldn t wait to find out how it would end reader review great read i couldn t put it down read in a day reader review the
story had me gripped from the first page reader review i didn t want it to end reader review a must read reader review
when faced with the threat of losing all she holds dear will she be able to pull through brenda o donnell is turned out by
her family when she finds herself pregnant at sixteen widowed sid rawlins the rag and bone man says she can come and
live with him and he will give her child a name in return for her running his home and looking after his children despite the
gossip a desperate brenda has little choice but to accept life isn t easy for brenda and little ruby but they try make the best
of things until brenda falls in love with sid s eldest son danny and their affair causes trouble within the family and when sid
dies and leaves the business to his cousin charlie life becomes even harder for brenda as she faces the threat of losing
everything she holds dear
Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1920 Sailing Vessels 1920-01-01 excerpt from reminiscences of a liverpool shipowner 1850
1920 a chapter has also been added descriptive of the part played by the british merchant seaman in the war and another
published in 1917 portraying the attitude and work of the british shipowner during the war about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
Lloyd Register of Shipping 1920 Sailing Vessels 1920-01-01 as the first edited collection dedicated specifically to race
ethnicity and british football this book brings together a range of academics comprising both established commentators
and up and coming voices combining theoretical and empirical contributions the volume addresses a wide variety of topics
such as the experiences of muslims the recruitment of african players devolution and national identities case studies of
minority ethnic clubs mixed race players multiculturalism and anti racism sectarianism education and covering the
amateur and professional spheres and focusing on both players and supporters the book elucidates the linkages between
race ethnicity gender and masculinity
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Waiting for Love 2014-04-03 this reader contains a mixture of new narratives on suffrage together with reinterpretations
of some long established truths about the campaign by british women for the vote some chapters shift the focus from the
great and the good based in london and explore the issues which motivated supporters in other parts of britain other
chapters illuminate the lengths some men were prepared to go to see women become voters and the lengths others were
prepared to go to stop them a variety of topics is covered by the contributors who include both established scholars and
writers relatively new to the field a suffrage reader provides an opportunity to push back the boundaries of suffrage history
enabling us to think again about the diverse and sometimes contraditory motives for and outcomes of involvement in the
long campaign by women for the vote in britain the book also makes it possible to pause and reflect upon recent
developments in writing on suffrage history and the extent to which this has been bound up with developing attitudes
towards politics in the latter decades of the 20th century
The Mercantile Navy List and Maritime Directory 1931 this collection of essays systematically explores how a sample
of political groupings not founded on suffrage reacted and accommodated the issue of suffrage within their official
discourses and structures the volume leads to the heart and core of suffragism while examining the dynamics and
versatilities of the edwardian political fabric
Reminiscences of a Liverpool Shipowner, 1850-1920 (Classic Reprint) 2017-12-24 the fascinating lives of the women
who hit hard times investigat es the stories behind the faces in the incredible images al bawaba women are among the
hardest individuals to trace through the historical record and this is especially true of female offenders who had a vested
interest in not wanting to be found that is why this thought provoking and accessible handbook by lucy williams and barry
godfrey is of such value it looks beyond the crimes and the newspaper reports of women criminals in the victorian era in
order to reveal the reality of their personal and penal journeys and it provides a guide for researchers who are keen to
explore this intriguing and neglected subject the book is split into three sections there is an introduction outlining the
historical context for the study of female crime and punishment then a series of real life case studies which show in a vivid
way the complexity of female offenders lives and follows them through the penal system the third section is a detailed
guide to archival and online sources that readers can consult in order to explore the life histories of criminal women the
result is a rare combination of academic guide and how to do it manual it introduces readers to the latest research in the
field and it gives them all the information they need to carry out their own research the core of the book consists of some
30 case studies of women who went through the system their offences from drunkenness and petty theft to murder and
their punishments from fines or prison to transportation or execution police history society
Race, Ethnicity and Football 2012-01-25 this in depth history of the interior design of ocean liners surveys the transient
history of interior design in relation to the development of passenger shipping from commissioning by the line owners
methods and sources for the original creation of designs through to its construction use and influence it is a short lived
branch of architecture and design lasting an average of fifteen years as the design and taste mirrors and reinforces
cultural assumptions about national identity gender class and race not only did the interiors of ocean going liners reflect
the changing hierarchies of society and shifting patterns in globalization but the glamour and styling of the liners were
reflected back into the design of interiors on land combining design history architecture history material and visual
cultures designing liners is a richly multidisciplinary work for those studying or researching this application of interior
design
Commerce Reports 1922 robert fighting bob la follette 1855 1925 was one of the most significant leaders of american
progressivism nancy unger integrates previously unknown details from la follette s personal life with important events
from his storied political career revealing a complex man who was a compelling mixture of failure and accomplishment
tragedy and triumph serving as u s representative from 1885 to 1891 governor of wisconsin from 1901 to 1906 and senator
from wisconsin from 1906 to his death in 1925 la follette earned the nickname fighting bob through his uncompromising
efforts to reform both politics and society especially by championing the rights of the poor workers women and minorities
based on la follette family letters diaries and other papers this biography covers the personal events that shaped the public
man in particular unger explores la follette s relationship with his remarkable wife feminist belle case la follette and with
his sons both of whom succeeded him in politics the la follette who emerges from this retelling is an imperfect yet
appealing man who deserves to be remembered as one of the united states most devoted and effective politicians
Suffrage Reader 2000-02-01 fully revised and thoroughly updated the second edition of planning and urban change
provides an accessible yet richly detailed account of british urban planning stephen ward demonstrates how urban
planning can be understood through three categories ideas urban planning history as the development of theoretical
approaches from radical and utopian beginnings to the new right thinking of the 1980s and recent interest in green
thought and sustainability policies urban planning history as an intensely political process the text explains the
complicated relation between planning theory and political practice and impacts urban planning history as the divergence
of expectation and outcome each chapter shows how intended impacts have been modified by economic and social forces
this second edition features an entirely new chapter on the key policy changes that have occurred under the major and
blair governments together with a critical review of current policy trends
Suffrage Outside Suffragism 2007-02-28 examines immigration ethnicity and racism in britain from 1815 to 1945 this
book tackles four themes why so many immigrants made their way to britain during that time the geographical gender and
economic divisions of newcomers ethnicity and the reactions of the british to the newcomers
Criminal Women, 1850–1920 2018-06-30 this text presents a history of pe in specialist women s colleges it looks back at
100 years of social political and educational development comparing six women s colleges
Cargo Handling in the Port of Liverpool During the 1920's 1981-01-01 first published in 1988 these essays have been
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written to mark the retirement of ronald robinson as beit professor of the history of the british commonwealth at the
university of oxford the contributors have all at various times worked closely with robbie as pupils colleagues and friends
they offer this volume to him with their thanks and great affection both in recognition of his immense contribution to the
revival and development of imperial or commonwealth history and in the conviction that he has still much to offer all
scholars in the field
Colonial Office List ... 1930 how did architects get to be architects in any given period in history how were they trained
how did they find their clients and communicate with them what did society think of them spiro kostof s the architect a
collection of essays by historians and architects explores these and other intriguing questions about the profession of
architecture the first book in more than fifty years to survey the profession from its beginnings in ancient egypt to the
modern day it is the most complete synthesis to date of our knowledge of how the architect s profession developed
included are a major study of the beaux arts a vivid memoir by the distinguished architect josephy esherick and an
excellent chapter on women which demostrates how the ethic of professionalism has contributed to the exploitation of
women in this as in many other professions the architect places the current dilemma about the architect s role in society in
historical perspective and offers a good overview of the development of one of the world s oldest professions
Designing Liners 2006-09-27 from the acclaimed historian of global empire the dramatic story of how steam power
reshaped our cities and our seas and forged a new world order steam power transformed our world initiating the complex
resource devouring industrial system the consequences of which we live with today it revolutionized work and production
but also the ease and cost of movement over land and water the result was to throw open vast areas of the world to the
rampaging expansion of europeans and americans on a scale previously unimaginable unlocking the world is the
captivating history of the great port cities which emerged as the bridgeheads of this new steam driven economy reshaping
not just the trade and industry of the regions around them but their culture and politics as well they were the agents of
what we now call globalization but their impact and influence and the reactions they provoked were far from predictable
nor were they immune to the great upheavals in world politics across the steam century this book is global history at its
very best packed with fascinating case histories from new orleans to montreal bombay to singapore calcutta to shanghai
individual stories and original ideas darwin s book allows us for better or worse to see the modern age taking shape
Cotton Handbook with Related Data 1939 john holt 1841 1915 was a successful british merchant who made several
voyages to west africa during his lifetime to establish business and trade in the era of british imperialism his diaries are
presented in two accounts the first from 1862 1872 documents his life as a merchant on the west african island of fernando
po initially working for james lynslager and eventually purchasing the trade company and expanding it significantly holt s
own vessel maria and his affiliation with the african steam ship company made his maritime trade activities particularly
succssful the second account records his voyage in the maria from liverpool to fernando po in 1869 1872 and documents
his trade relationships across west africa the volume is rounded out by diary entries from the ten day voyage of the peep o
day along the krou coast and concludes with john holt s family tree this volume presents a comprehensive account of holt s
life as a means of preserving history and adding to the field of study of mercantile livliehoods and shipping trade industries
under british imperialism it also seeks to celebrate the individual accomplishments made in john holt s career
Fighting Bob La Follette 2003-06-19 cook explores the development of clinical tropical medicine from the 19th century
onwards by following the pioneering doctors in this discipline their personalities achievements and scientific
breakthroughs
Planning and Urban Change 2004-02-18 employing the first analysis of the entire population of any british town this book
examines how overseas migrants affected society and culture in south shields near newcastle upon tyne resituating britain
within global processes of migration and cultural change it recasts british society pre 1940 as culturally and racially
dynamic and diverse
The Stock Exchange Official Intelligence 1922
Immigration, Ethnicity and Racism in Britain, 1815-1945 1994-06-15
The Challenge of Change in Physical Education 2002-11-01
Theory and Practice in the History of European Expansion Overseas 2005-08-12
The Architect : Chapters in the History of the Profession 1977-01-06
Unlocking the World 2020-10-01
The Diary of John Holt 1993
From the Greenwich Hulks to Old St Pancras 2015-11-19
Global Migrants, Local Culture 2011-04-05
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